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SO, HE’S popped the question and
everyone is delighted. Now comes the
most important thing – what on
earth will the mother of the
bride and the mother of the
groom wear?!
“Harmony is so important

when planning the look of the
bridal party,” said stylist Shan
Williams, of Malmesbury.
“You need to choose colours

that suit the individual but
which will all look good
together.

“It is also a momentous day
in a mother and mother-in-

law’s life and they should be
confident, happy and relaxed
when that big day finally comes
around.
“You don’t want them clashing

so badly they can’t stand together!”
Shan suggests that mothers should

wait until the wedding dress and the
bridesmaids dresses have been selected.

They might then think about
bringing some of the bridal

colours into their own
outfits, but they must be
colours that make them
look stunning.

“Also, different
patterns and fabrics
suit different body
shapes. Other
considerations are your

height and scale, which
effect whether you should

dress head to toe in one colour
and what size pattern and

accessories you should wear,” said Shan.
She strongly advises mothers of the

bride or groom not to walk into a shop
and announce they are looking for a
wedding outfit or they are likely to
emerge in something coral they might
never wear again.
“The biggest mistake people make at

weddings is to try out a brand new look
on the day or opt for an outfit that they
think looks ‘suitable’ but is going to be
uncomfortable – that’s a recipe for
misery,” said Shan.
“A petite lady in a huge hat is going to

look totally swamped and you probably
won’t be able to see her face in the
photographs. Equally someone who
prefers a formal look will feel out of
place in a floaty dress.

“Whatever your place in the
wedding party it’s great to be
a little fashionable. However,
the most important thing is
you just need to be you, not try to
be someone else for the day.”

Stylist Shan Williams offers
her suggestions for the

(second) most important
woman in the bridal party

Why not hire?

‘The biggest
mistake people

make at weddings
is to try out a brand
new look on the
day ...that’s a

recipe for misery

co-ordinated style

under £15!

Understated elegance:
dress, £199, and jacket,
£149, from Jacques Vert

Touch of bling: earrings by
What’s About Town?, £14.95

Soft touch: nude suede
shoe, £130, by Pied A Terre

Draped sophistication: from
Carolyn de la Drapiere. POA

Go with the flow: with
Carolyn de la Drapiere. POA

Sharp suited: Silk suit, £990,
by Katja Nuutinen Couture

Hat’s my boy: JD Williams
wedding hat, £55

In the bag: neutral
clutch, £65 by Dune

Colour contrast: dress,
£149, and jacket, £149,
by Jacques Vert

Girl Meets Dress is an online dress hire service allowing you to
hire designer frocks, like these from Marc Jacobs, Diane von
Furstenberg and Stella McCartney, for a fraction of the retail
price. Prices start from £49. See www.girlmeetsdress.com

big daybig day


